Peblite®

PEB-Lite® solution
Innovative, Light-gauge & Smarter Steel Buildings

• Aesthetically Pleasing
• Overall Cost Savings
• Light-weight
• High Strength
• Quick and Easy to Install & Relocate
• Easy to extend in Length
• Long Lasting
Unique, light-weight and strong are few words that define PEB-Lite® solution, a pre-engineered building solution, which is easy and quick to install.

PEB-Lite® solution offers design flexibility thus not requiring you to limit your imagination while you design the building structure.

PEB-Lite® solution is commonly used for small industrial units, warehouses, agricultural sheds, site offices, cabins, residential buildings, rooftops, etc.

The frame of PEB-Lite® solution is formed from high strength galvanised steel members known as CEE-plus™ and ZED-plus™.

The solution is offered with LYSAGHT® Roofing and Wall Cladding option. LYSAGHT® profiles are manufactured from high strength ZINCALUME® steel or COLORBOND® steel that add strength, life and aesthetics to your building.

PEB-Lite® solution is a light structure and therefore saves on foundation cost. It is easy to transport and provides more open area to work inside the building. It comes with marked members which are fixed using a nut and bolt system. That makes installation of the structure easy even for less skilled workers.

Its superior design methodology offers better earthquake resistance and durability than any other conventional building system.